Background {#Sec1}
==========

The influence of sample selection on factor analytic solutions has long been recognised \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Factor analysis performed on data from diverse populations (e.g., samples from the general population versus samples of people with specific characteristics) can generate different factor solutions, both in terms of the numbers of factors extracted and factor structures \[[@CR2]\]. In the development \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] and subsequent evaluation \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\] of the World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 (WHODAS 2.0), general population samples have often been used for factor analyses. With the WHODAS 2.0 designed to measure functioning and disability in adults, the use of samples including people with and without disability makes sense. If, as the name suggests, the instrument is concerned with assessing disability, however, then using data from samples of people with disability to validate the instrument would seem more appropriate.

Selecting appropriate samples is a key consideration when planning to perform factor analysis \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\]. Homogenous samples, for example, restrict variance and, therefore, reduce factor loadings \[[@CR10]\]. Factor analytic outcomes for a measure of intelligence, for instance, would be quite different when study samples are drawn from the general population (broad range of possible scores) than for, say, samples of postgraduate students (comparatively narrow range of possible scores). For this reason, sampling strategies need to facilitate the selection of participants who are likely to exhibit the range of possible values of the characteristics of interest \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. Samples that have adequate representation of the heterogeneity inherent in the characteristic being measured are preferable \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\]. There needs to be balance between people who would score high on a proposed scale and those who would score low \[[@CR9]\]. Ensuring that people who are likely to have a diverse range of scores are well represented takes precedence over selecting a sample that is representative of some identified population. Despite this advice, however, there seems to be few examples in the literature of how sampling influences factor analytic outcomes \[[@CR2]\].

The WHODAS 2.0 is a cross-cultural multidimensional measure of functioning and disability in major life domains \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. Full (36 item) and short (12 item) "screener" versions of the instrument have been developed, the latter of which is the focus of this paper. The WHODAS 2.0 was designed to operationalise the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) \[[@CR12]\], which positions functioning and disability on a continuum, rather than binary opposites. As such, the model and measure were both designed to apply to all people, not just those with disability. Given this perspective, it would seem logical to use samples from the general population for validation work, including factor analysis.

The problem is, however, that the WHODAS 2.0 items focus on the difficulties experienced (from none to extreme) in performing certain activities. That is, the measure assesses the degree of disability without adequately operationalizing functioning. The highest level of functioning a respondent can report is the mere absence of difficulties. There is broad variation in function among people who may report having no difficulties performing a given activity. Take, for example, the item asking about the degree of difficulty experienced in walking a long distance such as a kilometre. A person who is physically unfit, but unimpaired, and an elite marathon runner may both indicate no difficulty performing this activity, but there are clear differences in their levels of functioning. The scale, therefore, censors the responses of people who experience no difficulty with the activities listed in the WHODAS 2.0. Given that the WHODAS 2.0 seems to operationalise disability, and not functioning, assessing the measure's validity with samples of people with disability would seem most appropriate.

In the initial psychometric work on the WHODAS 2.0, factor analysis was undertaken with the pooled data of samples from several populations (general population, people with physical problems, people with mental or emotional problems, people with problems related to alcohol and drugs) in 14 countries \[[@CR5]\]. Pooling data from several populations for factor analysis can be problematic \[[@CR13]\]. If there are notable differences in item means between samples, then the inter-correlations between items can be affected when data are pooled. Correlations found between items in pooled data may be due to differences between samples, and may not be present (or, at least, to the same magnitude) when samples are factor analysed separately. In the case of the WHODAS 2.0, there is a reasonable likelihood that item means differed for the various populations (e.g., people with physical problems may have been experiencing disability to a greater extent than the general population), which may have affected item inter-correlations.

Subsequent psychometric evaluations of the 12-item (screener) version of the WHODAS 2.0 have involved samples of adults \[[@CR7]\], older adults \[[@CR6]\], and people with Huntington disease \[[@CR14]\]. In the first two of these studies (i.e., non-disability-specific populations), many of the samples had high percentages of zero scores (ranging up to 75.7% in urban China) on the WHODAS 2.0 \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. A zero score indicates no activity limitations nor participation restrictions (i.e., no disability). Of the 12 samples used in these two studies, exploratory factor analyses showed there to be a single factor in each of seven samples and two factors in each of five samples. In contrast to studies showing one- and two-factor solutions, Carlozzi et al. \[[@CR14]\] used confirmatory factor analysis to demonstrate that a six-factor structure (in which the six factors were the six domains of the WHODAS 2.0) fitted their data well. In their sample of people with Huntington disease there were no zero scores (i.e., no floor effects), but 19.5% of the sample had the highest possible score on the WHODAS 2.0 (i.e., ceiling effects). The amount of censorship in this study (i.e., ceiling and floor effects) was much less than in studies involving samples of adults \[[@CR7]\] and older adults \[[@CR6]\]. Although these results are not directly comparable due to the methods of analysis used (i.e., exploratory versus confirmatory factor analysis), they support the premise that the criteria used to select participants can influence factor analytic outcomes.

The factor structure of the WHODAS 2.0 has practical implications for the way in which the instrument is scored. In its initial development, the WHODAS 2.0 was considered unidimensional, which prompted the development of a weighted scoring method based on item response theory \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. If the WHODAS 2.0 was found not to be unidimensional, the use of this scoring method would need to be reconsidered.

In this study, we investigated the ramifications of using general population (rather than disability-specific) samples on the generation of factor analytic solutions using the 12-item WHODAS 2.0. Using repeated sampling from population-based data, we assessed the influence of different sampling schemes on the number of factors extracted. We then investigated the factor structure of the WHODAS 2.0.

Method {#Sec2}
======

Design {#Sec3}
------

Wave 1 data from the World Health Organization's longitudinal Study on global AGEing and adult health (SAGE) were used for this investigation. The SAGE survey involves nationally representative samples of people aged 50+ from six countries (China, Ghana, India, Mexico, Russian Federation, and South Africa) with smaller samples of people aged 18 to 49 (not included in the present study). A description of the study methods has been provided elsewhere \[[@CR15]\]. Briefly, multistage cluster sampling strategies were employed, in which households were allocated to one of two categories: (1) 50+ households and (2) 18--49 households. For each household, one household questionnaire was completed. For the 50+ households, all individuals aged 50+ were invited to be interviewed. The interviews were conducted face-to-face using either paper-based or electronic questionnaires.

World Health Organization disability assessment schedule 2.0 {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------

The "screener" version of the WHODAS 2.0 has 12 items, with 2 items from each of six domains (cognition, mobility, self-care, getting along, life activities, and participation in society \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]). Participants are asked about how much difficulty they have had performing certain activities in the past 30 days, and respond to each item on a 5-point Likert scale anchored with *none* (0) and *extreme or cannot do* (4). Summary scores can be created using simple scoring (whereby responses to each item are summed) or complex scoring (in which items are weighted based on item response theory). Using simple scoring, summary scores can range from 0 to 48, with higher scores indicating greater disability. Initial work showed that the 12-item WHODAS 2.0 explained 81% of the variance of the full, 36-item version \[[@CR4]\].

Analytical approach {#Sec5}
-------------------

Because this study was focused on the psychometric properties of the WHODAS 2.0, no survey weights were used in the analysis and only participants with complete data for the 12 WHODAS 2.0 items were included. Summary scores for the WHODAS 2.0 were calculated using the simple scoring method (i.e., summing the responses for each item) \[[@CR5]\].

For each country the following approach was used to determine the influence of the type of sample selected for exploratory factor analysis on the number of factors extracted. Random samples of 750 adults were repeatedly selected from the country data using two sampling strategies: (1) simple random sampling that reproduced the distribution of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores in the SAGE dataset (referred to as *skewed distributions* in this paper) and (2) stratified random sampling with selection probabilities designed to obtain an approximately symmetric distribution around the median value of the WHODAS 2.0 summary scores (referred to as *approximately symmetric distributions* in this paper). Although we would have preferred to have used a screening strategy to identify people with disability using data other than that provided using the WHODAS 2.0, no other measure in the SAGE survey was suitable for this purpose. For each strategy, 1,000 samples of 750 adults were obtained. Given our expectation that there would be few items loading on each factor and communalities were likely to be reasonably high (i.e., .60 to .80), the sample size of 750 adults was deemed appropriate \[[@CR16]\]. For each one of the 1,000 samples, the number of factors to retain was determined using parallel analysis with polychoric correlations, with principal components analysis as the method of extraction and the mean eigenvalue criterion \[[@CR16]\].

To investigate the factor structure of the WHODAS 2.0, exploratory factor analysis was performed on one random sample (*n* = 750) with a skewed distribution and one with an approximately symmetric distribution from each country. These samples were required to have the same number of factors as the majority of the 1,000 samples in our previous analysis. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measures of sampling adequacy for the correlation matrix as a whole and for each item \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] were used to determine whether the data were suitable for factor analysis. Values above .60 are considered necessary for factor analysis \[[@CR19]\]. The number of factors in each sample was determined using parallel analysis with polychoric correlations, principal components analysis, and the mean eigenvalue criterion. To obtain the factor solutions, minimum residuals estimations with polychoric correlations was the extraction method and Geomin was used to rotate factors \[[@CR16]\].

Results {#Sec6}
=======

Descriptive statistics {#Sec7}
----------------------

Data from 31,251 adults aged 50+ from the six countries who had responded to all 12 WHODAS items were included in the analysis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The percentages of female participants ranged from 47%, in Ghana, to 64%, in Russian Federation. The mean average ages of participants ranged from 62 years, in India, to 68 years, in Mexico.Table 1Demographic characteristics of the participants and properties of the distributions of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores by countryChinaIndiaMexicoRussian FederationSouth AfricaGhanaSample size (*N*)^a^12,2266,0952,0413,3053,4614,123Demographic characteristics Female sex53%49%60%64%58%47% Age -- mean (standard deviation)63(9)62(9)68(9)64(10)63(10)64(11)WHODAS 2.0 Score Distribution^b^ 25th/50th/75th percentiles0/2/55/10/162/5/123/6/120/5/132/8/15 Mean scores (standard deviation)3.52(5.24)11.43(8.61)7.79(8.18)8.28(7.74)8.01(8.76)9.46(8.56) Skewness (standard error)2.82(.02)0.97(.03)1.48(.05)1.45(.04)1.23(.04)1.07(.04) Percentage of participants with zero scores32%6%16%7%26%15%*Note.* ^a^Only adults aged 50+ with no missing value in WHODAS items responses were included^b^12-item WHODAS 2.0 summary scores (calculated as the sum of item scores) can range from 0 to 48, with higher scores indicating greater activity limitations and participation restrictions

The distributions of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores differed markedly between the six countries (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), with data from China and India having the most and least skewed distributions, respectively. The percentages of participants with zero scores ranged from 6% (India) to 32% (China). Across countries, participants generally had the most difficulty with "walking long distances" and the least difficulty with "getting dressed" (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Percentage distributions of the WHODAS 2.0 items for each countryChinaIndiaMexicoResponse Options012340123401234 Concentrating on doing something for 10 min83133104331178263221121 Learning a new task4435165032272115552281531 Standing for long periods7715620253023194442320113 Walking a long distance such as a kilometre71178312924202084517161211 Bathing/washing whole body93521082124217812632 Getting dressed95410085103217315832 Making or maintaining friendships917200562215627617610 Dealing with strangers77126414724151047119820 Taking care of household responsibilities80144103830199462211142 Day to day work8983105425136261211242 Joining in community activities8411310492814736718933 Emotionally affected by health condition77175103336209253241761Russian FederationSouth AfricaGhanaResponse Options012340123401234 Concentrating on doing something for 10 min77173205817195159271221 Learning a new task483014714819238142292361 Standing for long periods33431392481820113352522135 Walking a long distance such as a kilometre3332141210481319146382121128 Bathing/washing whole body75184318774118211521 Getting dressed82142218864108211611 Making or maintaining friendships76176107114104164181251 Dealing with strangers69227206614145165161351 Taking care of household responsibilities55337516216155251261752 Day to day work6128741751194151182263 Joining in community activities55287736613135351201685 Emotionally affected by health condition1640291415419197146291951

Numbers of factors in repeated sampling by country {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} displays the distributions of the WHODAS summary scores in random samples from the skewed and approximately symmetric distributions, respectively. All of the samples analysed had one, two, or three factors. Differences between samples from the skewed and approximately symmetric distributions were found in the numbers of factors retained (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The skewed distributions of WHODAS 2.0 scores from each country revealed one factor for most samples of four countries (China, Mexico, South Africa, Ghana) and two factors for most samples of two countries (India, Russian Federation). Of the six countries, India and Russian Federation also had the lowest percentages of participants with zero scores (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The samples with approximately symmetric distributions, however, predominantly produced either two factors (China, India, Mexico, Russian Federation) or three factors (South Africa, Ghana).Fig. 1Box plots for the skewed and the approximately symmetric distributions of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores for each country Table 3Number of samples in which one, two, and three factors were extracted for the *skewed distributions* (simple random sampling) and *approximately symmetric distributions* (stratified random sampling) for each countrySkewed DistributionsApproximately Symmetric DistributionsNumber of Factors123123China99370010000India629380093218Mexico8941060010000Russian Federation69940010000South Africa1000000396604Ghana5874130001000*Note. n* = 1000 samples of 750 adults per country per sampling approach

Factor structure of samples with skewed and approximately symmetric distributions {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The measures of sampling adequacy values for the correlation matrices (ranging from .81 to .93) and the individual variables (ranging from .61 to .97) indicated that the data were suitable for factor analysis. A consistent pattern of factor loadings was evident across sampling methods and countries when two factors were extracted (Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). In all countries, two items in the domain *getting along* ("making new friends or maintaining current friendships", "dealing with strangers") loaded together strongly on one factor, commonly with a third item from the *cognition* domain ("learning a new task"). The other nine items loaded on the other factor.Table 4Factor pattern matrices for samples based on the *skewed distributions* of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores for each countryChinaIndiaMexicoRussian FederationSouth AfricaGhanaIIIIIIIIIIConcentrating on doing something for 10 min**.74**.**52**-.32**.76.57**.27**.76.80**Learning a new task**.59**.12**-.59.62.52**.29**.70.70**Standing for long periods**.78.74**-.05**.74.81**-.05**.81.73**Walking a long distance such as a kilometre**.82.70**-.04**.75.90**-.09**.79.74**Bathing/washing whole body**.95.86**.08**.88.88**.07**.85.83**Getting dressed**.95.82**.06**.87.90**.03**.89.85**Making or maintaining friendships**.74**.04**-.86.66**.05**.88.72.76**Dealing with strangers**.57**-.06**-.94.61**-.03**.91.66.72**Taking care of household responsibilities**.82.62**-.15**.86.93**-.02**.89.89**Day to day work**.91.86**.10**.88.94**-.02**.90.74**Joining in community activities**.86.54**-.27**.82.77**.11**.88.79**Emotionally affected by health condition**.70.76**-.08**.70.73**-.01**.80.81**Correlations between factorsI-II: −.55I-II: .46*Note.* Matrices with one factor are unrotated solutions. Matrices with two factors were rotated using Geomin. Loadings ≥ .40 are bolded Table 5Factor pattern matrices for samples based on the *approximately symmetric distributions* of WHODAS 2.0 summary scores for each countryChinaIndiaMexicoRussian FederationSouth AfricaGhanaIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIConcentrating on doing something for 10 min.38.37**.45**-.25**.43**-.30**.47**.31.37.24-.11**.51**.15.13Learning a new task.06**.44**.18**-.50**.27-.33.32.39.33.36.10.09.38.07Standing for long periods**.56**-.02**.68**.04**.68**.16**.66**-.08**.70**-.07-.02.00.21**.70**Walking a long distance such as a kilometre**.68**-.05**.65**.10**.65**.25**.72**-.11**.78**-.01.11-.06.10**.84**Bathing/washing whole body**.92**-.01**.78**-.06**.70**-.21**.86**.07.02.05**-.90.88**.05-.06Getting dressed**.85**.03**.79**-.04**.74**-.15**.89**.00.03.01**-.981.02**.05-.15Making or maintaining friendships.14**.80**.02**-.85**.00**-.90**.01**.89**.01**.87**-.05-.04**.96**-.06Dealing with strangers-.20**.80**-.08**-.89**.00**-.84**-.04**.90**-.05**.79**-.05.01**.96**-.15Taking care of household responsibilities**.65**.06**.62**-.04**.69**-.09**.84**.00**.70**-.03-.23.33.26**.48**Day to day work**.87**-.05**.80**.14**.87**.09**.88**.01**.50**-.03**-.49**.39-.06**.51**Joining in community activities**.65**.18**.52**-.25**.58**-.22**.67**.11**.44**.22-.27.00**.46.55**Emotionally affected by health condition**.48**.12**.67**-.02**.59**.00**.57**.00**.54**.04-.19**.44**-.07**.49**Correlations between factorsI-II: .46I-II: −.33I-II: −.32I-II: .27I-II: .27\
I-III: −.49\
II-III: −.33I-II: .38\
I-III: .33\
II-III: .15*Note.* Matrices were rotated using Geomin. Loadings ≥ .40 are bolded

In South Africa and Ghana, for which three factors were obtained from samples with approximately symmetric distributions, the two *getting along* items loaded strongly on one same factor. The two *self-care* items ("bathing/washing your whole body", "getting dressed") loaded strongly on a second factor. The third factor included six items: the two *mobility* items ("standing for long periods", "walking a long distance such as a kilometre"), the two *life activities* items ("taking care of your household responsibilities", "your day to day work"), and the two *participation in society* items ("joining in community activities in the same way as anyone else can", "emotionally affected by your health conditions"). The two *cognition items* ("concentrating on doing something for 10 min", "learning a new task") did not load highly on the same factor. One item ("your day to day work") cross-loaded on two factors in the solution for South Africa, and three items ("your day to day work", "joining in community activities in the same way as anyone else can", "emotionally affected by your health conditions") cross-loaded on two factors in the solution for Ghana.

The correlations between factors ranged in from \|.15\| to \|.55\|. When two factors were positively correlated, items loaded positively on each factor. When two factors were negatively correlated, items loaded positively on one factor and negatively on the other. In essence, therefore, all factors were positively correlated.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

The findings illustrate that sample selection (in this instance, we mean the participant selection criteria combined with sampling methods) for a study in which exploratory factor analysis is planned can influence the factor solutions obtained. Consistent with findings from the initial \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] and much of the subsequent \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\] psychometric work on the 12-item WHODAS 2.0, when we factor analysed data from samples of older adults from the SAGE study (i.e., the skewed distribution samples) we typically obtained one-factor, and sometimes two-factor, solutions. The choices of samples to use for these validation studies are problematic, however, because (a) the participant selection criteria were typically based on considerations other than validating the 12-item WHODAS 2.0 (e.g., obtaining information about mental health and wellbeing in the general population \[[@CR7]\]), and (b) the sampling methods were not designed to achieve heterogeneity in the characteristic of interest.

Our findings are that different factor solutions (e.g., generally more factors) were generated from samples with approximately symmetric distributions on the WHODAS summary scores than those with skewed distributions. That is, sampling specifically designed to achieve heterogeneity with respect to disability resulted in more factors being retained than samples that included large proportions of people with no, or minimal, disability. These findings are consistent with previous research showing that when factor analyses are performed on data from different populations (e.g., a college sample versus a nationwide sample) different factor solutions are generated, both in terms of the numbers of factors extracted and factor structures \[[@CR2]\]. Our results reinforce advice to obtain heterogeneous samples for factor analysis \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\].

Limited heterogeneity has ramifications for the accuracy of factor analysis. Many zero scores -- up to 75.7% in one sample \[[@CR6]\] -- means that large percentages of participants gave the same response for each of the 12 items of the WHODAS 2.0. For these participants, all items are perfectly correlated. In such large percentages, these responses tend to dominate the covariance matrix structure and obfuscate any latent factors. These findings are consistent with previous work showing that as Likert scale data become more skewed, methods for (a) determining the number of factors to rotate and (b) extracting factors are increasingly inaccurate \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\].

The findings also serve to clarify what heterogeneity means when working with Likert scale data. Maximum heterogeneity in WHODAS 2.0 summary scores would involve including equal proportions of participants with each possible score (i.e., a uniform distribution). Such a sampling approach, however, would include meaningful proportions of people with summary scores at, or near, the extremes of the scale, which would create two issues. First, there are ceiling and floor effects. In the case of the WHODAS 2.0, we saw no evidence of a ceiling effect, but there was a substantial floor effect. Second, all items at, or near, either extreme are perfectly, or near perfectly, correlated, which affects the covariance matrix structure and the extraction of factors. This finding reiterates the importance of constructing measures in ways that avoid severe ceiling and floor effects in the populations for whom they have been primarily designed.

Our results do not support previously reported findings that the WHODAS 2.0 is unidimensional \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. We speculate that the one-factor solutions found in previous research may be a consequence of sample selection rather than a reflection of the underlying dimensionality of this survey instrument. We are not the first, however, to conclude that more than one factor could be retained \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR14]\]. In studies involving adults \[[@CR7]\] and older adults \[[@CR6]\], two factors were present in some of the samples. Both teams of researchers preferred the one-factor solutions, however, on the basis of (a) results from methods of determining the number of factors to extract that have been shown to be inaccurate (e.g., the eigenvalues greater than one rule, scree plots), (b) evidence (from confirmatory factor analysis) that a second-order one factor solution with six first-order factors (i.e., two items loading on each of the major life domains) fitted the data reasonably well \[[@CR7]\], (c) differences across samples with respect to which items loaded on each factor (i.e., meaning that the factors are not easily interpretable), (d) the dominance of the first factor (in terms of variance explained), and (e) the results from the Mokken scale analysis \[[@CR6]\]. One observation that can be made from the results of these studies is that (as in our study) two-factor solutions tended to emerge from samples with fewer zero scores.

Given that two-factor solutions for the 12-item WHODAS 2.0 have not been easily interpretable, some researchers have suggested that the measure be considered unidimensional, with "item difficulty" explaining the loading of items on separate factors \[[@CR6]\]. In our study, the three-factor solutions were more interpretable than two factor solutions. In the three-factor solutions, the two *getting along* items and the two *self-care* items loaded strongly on separate factors. Even so, the items of three domains (*mobility*, *life activities*, *participation in society*) loaded on one factor, and the loadings of the *cognition* items were inconsistent across samples from different countries. Although item difficulty may contribute to these findings, alternative explanations include: (a) the samples in our study had limited numbers of participants with severe disability (therefore, restricting the heterogeneity within our samples, even under approximately symmetric sampling), (b) too few items may have been chosen to represent each domain when reducing the WHODAS 2.0 from 36 to 12 items (only two items on a factor is potentially problematic \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]), and (c) some of the items may not adequately represent the constructs underlying each domain (e.g., the item "emotionally affected by health condition" is meant to represent the *participation in society* domain, but tended to cross-load in solutions where three factors were obtained). Perhaps more factors would have been recovered (possibly aligning with the six domains) if we were able to include people with more severe impairments in our samples. The inconsistency within these findings make the unidimensional model for the WHODAS 2.0 easier for researchers to use.

Our findings, and those of previous studies \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\], are probably due to the way the WHODAS 2.0 was designed. An instrument designed to measure functioning and disability in the general population needs a scale that can measure differences in the severity of disability as well as in the degree of functioning. The WHODAS 2.0, however, only measures severity of disability. Operationalising functioning as the absence of disability sharply censors the broad range of differences in human functioning. This mismatch between model and its operationalisation invites several possible remedies, including (a) reconceptualising the ICF to focus on disability, and (b) redeveloping the WHODAS 2.0 to measure broad differences in functioning, as well as disability. The first of these alternatives is rather regressive, with contemporary writings challenging the binary thinking on disability and normalcy \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Producing a new measure of functioning and disability would seem the preferable option.

There are some limitations of this study. First, although the SAGE datasets available for each country were large, they contained few adults with severe disability, which reduced the potential heterogeneity we could achieve when sampling from the datasets. Second, we had no way of sampling people with disability other than through using the WHODAS 2.0 summary scores. The SAGE survey contains questions on a limited range of health conditions (e.g., arthritis, angina, chronic lung disease, depression). Therefore, other than using the WHODAS 2.0, there was no way of identifying people with disability in the dataset. Third, our study focused on adults aged 50+. Many of the participants could be expected to have acquired impairments later in life, which may mean their experiences of disability were different to, say, younger people with childhood-onset impairments. Therefore, our findings do not necessarily extend to younger people.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

Several messages from the findings of this study are worth emphasising. First, participant selection criteria and sampling methods matter when it comes to using exploratory factor analysis in the process of validating a measure. Samples that are not relevant to the focus of the measure (e.g., using population-based samples when disability-specific samples would be more appropriate) have the potential to generate heavily censored and highly skewed data, which are not usually sufficiently heterogeneous with respect to the characteristic of interest. Second, measures that produce severe ceiling or floor effects are problematic for exploratory factor analysis. Taking these first two points together, the findings highlight that the factors produced are a property of the measure and the population of interest. Third, the WHODAS 2.0 would not appear to be unidimensional. Rather, the instrument seems to incorporate several closely-aligned constructs. Therefore, we caution against following the recommendation to weight items \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. Using simple scoring (summing the responses for each item) would seem the safer option. We hope this work stimulates improvements in the use of factor analysis in validation exercises and encourages debate about how the ICF should be operationalised.
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